
Dear Parents,
So, we have made it! This has felt, for us all, one of the longest half-terms in 

history!  It seems a very long time ago that we were welcoming everyone back at 
the end of lockdown 3.0.

I am incredibly proud of the resilience that the entire St Andrew’s Community has 
shown.  The children have quickly adapted to school once more, and all school staff 

and parents are back in the swing of things!
I don’t believe that any possible changes in the Governments roadmap will see 

significant changes for us in school. Schools’ responsibilities to track and trace will 
mean that our current bubbles, staggered times and masks in the playground are 

very likely to continue. 
Thank you for your ongoing support, we all wish you a wonderful ‘sunny’ half term 

break! 
Enjoy some very well deserved sunshine (hopefully!).

B Black
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Wishing a very Happy Birthday to those who 
have celebrated their birthdays between: 

May 24th  and June 6th  
Sophie, Zachary W,
Naomi, Alfie B, Evie P, 

G    P     

V     B    

House points awarded
this week:

Vinehurst 440

Priory 431

Greystone 366

Berwicks 325

Well done Vinehurst!

We are wishing Ella (in Fir 

Base) and her family the 

best of luck as they move 

area. You will all be 

greatly missed by the St 

Andrew’s Family.
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HALF TERM HOUSEPOINT TOTALS

Greystones 1092

Vinehurst 829

Priory 822

Berwicks 783

Thank you to Mrs Briggs for organising the collection 
and reporting of housepoint data this term. 

Year Three Cricket Session with Karen Hussain 
from Essex Cricket.

The children in year three were really fortunate to 
benefit from some cricket lessons today.

The sun was shining and there were some very good 
sportsmanship, skills learnt and strategies 

developed!

After half term ALL year groups will be having 
specialist sports coaching.

Year 3- Cricket from Time to Shine
Year 4- Tennis from First Service Coaching

Year 5- Cricket from Time to Shine
Year 6- Dodgeball from Premier Sports

We are really looking forward to these sessions.



These are the children who have been spotted shining in school 
this week. We could have chosen so many children- the decisions 

were hard to make!
Well done for demonstrating our CARE values.

James P  – Apple
Thomas S – Birch

Ada  – Cherry
Jules – Fir

Harry O– Maple
Georgiana - Oak
Matteo – Rowan

Grace – Sycamore

Compassion  Achievement Respect  Enjoyment

Every child is known and loved.

Every child shines.

Follow Charlie Mackesy on Twitter
@charliemackesy

We wished 

Mrs Lee a 

very special 

BIG 

Birthday 

this week .

We hope she 

enjoyed her 

celebrations.


